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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Callosal dysgenesis (CD) is characterized by a developmental defect of the corpus callosum \[[@pone.0152668.ref001],[@pone.0152668.ref002]\], which may occur isolated or associated with other malformations \[[@pone.0152668.ref003]\], and may be total or partial \[[@pone.0152668.ref004]\]. Patients with CD can be asymptomatic or display different neuropsychological impairments \[[@pone.0152668.ref005]\]. Interestingly, however, the classical split-brain syndrome resulting from the surgical section of corpus callosum in adults \[[@pone.0152668.ref006]\] is not fully present in CD patients \[[@pone.0152668.ref007]\], who can perform many tasks requiring a considerable degree of interhemispheric communication \[[@pone.0152668.ref008], [@pone.0152668.ref009]\].

Anatomical evidence of white matter circuit reorganization in CD has been reported by many authors \[[@pone.0152668.ref002], [@pone.0152668.ref004], [@pone.0152668.ref010]--[@pone.0152668.ref012]\]. The main conclusion was that an early derangement of callosal development hinders axonal crossing and causes rewiring, providing the brain with a set of anomalous intra- and inter-hemispheric connections.

The functional brain repertoire in CD was previously explored by electroencephalographic (EEG) methods \[[@pone.0152668.ref013]--[@pone.0152668.ref016]\] and, more recently, by resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) \[[@pone.0152668.ref017], [@pone.0152668.ref018]\]. Some of these previous studies have shown a decrease in interhemispheric connectivity in CD compared to controls \[[@pone.0152668.ref013]--[@pone.0152668.ref016], [@pone.0152668.ref018]\], while preserved bilateral functional networks in CD have also been reported \[[@pone.0152668.ref011], [@pone.0152668.ref017]\]. However, although advanced MRI techniques have underlined morphological features of the abnormal structural connectivity in CD \[[@pone.0152668.ref002], [@pone.0152668.ref004], [@pone.0152668.ref011]\], even prenatally \[[@pone.0152668.ref019]\], their functional correlates were much less systematically investigated \[[@pone.0152668.ref011]\]. Specifically, the functional correlates for the abnormal tracts connecting heterotopic cortical regions, such as the Probst (PB) and sigmoid (SB) bundles, remain unexplored.

In search for the functional counterpart of these bundles in CD, we applied EEG coherence analysis combined with high resolution anatomical MRI and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) in patients, as compared with neurotypic controls. EEG coherence can quantitatively estimate the similarity of bioelectrical oscillations among brain areas, which indicates a high probability of functional interactions \[[@pone.0152668.ref020]--[@pone.0152668.ref024]\], especially in cases of callosal malformation \[[@pone.0152668.ref013]--[@pone.0152668.ref016]\]. Our objective was specifically to test the putative functional activity of the aberrant PB and SB present in patients with CD. The results have shown higher long-distance EEG coherence topographically corresponding to the PB and SB detected by MRI, including predominance of the same right-anterior-to-left-posterior connections over the mirror ones for the latter.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Participants {#sec003}
------------

Five patients with CD (3 females; mean age of 15.26±9.5 years) and fifteen neurotypic control individuals (10 females; mean age of 11.0±5.3 years) were enrolled in the study, which was approved by the Ethics Committees of the National Institute of Women, Children and Adolescents Health Fernandes Figueira and of the D'Or Institute for Research and Education. All the volunteers and/or primary caregivers gave written informed consent for participation in the study.

Neuroimaging {#sec004}
------------

Acquisitions were conducted on an Achieva 3T Philips MR scanner (The Netherlands). An 8-channel SENSE head coil was used. Imaging protocol was composed by DTI and anatomical sequences, including a high resolution T1-weighed volumetric sequence (TR/TE = 7.2/3.4 s; voxel size = 1 mm^3^; field-of-view = 240 mm; 170 sagittal slices). For each subject, two diffusion-weighed images were acquired and averaged, using a single-shot, spin-echo, echo-planar sequence (TR/TE = 9,500/60 ms; voxel size = 2 mm^3^; field-of-view = 232 mm; 60 axial slices; scan time = 12 min), with diffusion sensitization gradients applied in 32 non-collinear directions (b factor = 1000sec/mm^2^).

Data processing was performed using DtiStudio \[[@pone.0152668.ref025]\] and PRIDE software (Philips Research Integrated Development Environment software, PRIDE research platform).

### Diffusion tensor tractography (fiber-tracking) {#sec005}

Fiber-tracking was performed in DTIStudio and PRIDE software using the Fiber Assignment by Continuous Tracking (FACT) method \[[@pone.0152668.ref026]\]. The diffusion tensor for each voxel was calculated based on the eigenvectors (v1, v2, v3) and eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, λ3) using multivariate fitting and diagonalization \[[@pone.0152668.ref027]\]. Tracking was initiated at an FA value of 0.2 and was terminated when FA fell below 0.2 or the angle between two adjacent eigenvectors was greater than 40 degrees. In patients, tractography was performed in order to investigate the fiber topography of the PB and SB, using a multiple region-of-interest (ROI) approach \[[@pone.0152668.ref002], [@pone.0152668.ref011]\]. ROIs were placed in T1 images and loaded to the FA maps.

Electroencephalography {#sec006}
----------------------

The EEG was recorded (Bio-logic, USA) at 16 scalp points according to the International 10/20 System, with unilateral references to the corresponding earlobes and simultaneous registration of electrooculogram. The sampling frequency was 256 Hz. During EEG recording of 3--5 min duration, subjects were awake and resting, with their eyes closed. One-two min EEG fragments without artifacts were submitted to spectral analysis and calculation of coherence with EEG epochs of 1s duration (Fourier transform) (Brainsys-Neurometrics, Russia). Auto- and cross-power spectrum estimates were obtained by the averaging of sample spectra of disjoint EEG segments. The complex coherence function was calculated as a normalized cross-power spectrum \[[@pone.0152668.ref028]\]. Coherent connections were assessed by the coefficient of coherence (CCoh)---the square root of the computed magnitude squared coherence for the 5 frequency bands: delta---2 to 3.5 Hz, theta---3.5 to 7.5 Hz, alpha---7.5 to 13 Hz, beta1--13 to 20 Hz, and beta2--20 to 30 Hz. The CCoh was interpreted as an analogue of the frequency indexed correlation coefficient \[[@pone.0152668.ref029]\]. The threshold of independence between two signals was calculated. For fragments of 60 1-s disjoint EEG epochs, the magnitude squared coherence \> 0.05, and respectively CCoh \> 0.22, are significantly different from zero at the significance level of 0.05 \[[@pone.0152668.ref030], [@pone.0152668.ref031]\].

The 25 highest (H) CCohs in each subject were considered in order to circumvent a considerable inter-individual variability in the general level of EEG coherence and emphasize the individual coherence topography \[[@pone.0152668.ref023]\]. The minimum (threshold) value among these 25 HCCohs was considered as characteristic of an individual's general level of coherence at a given frequency band. It was utilized as the divisor for the *absolute* CCohs values in order to 'normalize' them for more comparable and detailed presentation of each individual's coherent connectivity by means of such *relative* CCohs \[[@pone.0152668.ref024]\].

Average CCohs were calculated for similar directions of coherence based on topographic orientations and selected anatomical and functional significance, in order to circumvent interindividual variability in EEG topography and relatively low spatial resolution of EEG. Averaging was performed for: (1) interhemispheric connections between homologous leads placed on various cerebral regions, (2) short-distance connections between adjacent leads of the same hemisphere, and (3) long-distance intrahemispheric connections topographically corresponding to the PB or the SB. In the latter case, we considered the heterologous (crossed) connections between anterior regions of one hemisphere (frontal and frontopolar leads) and posterior regions of the opposite hemisphere (occipital, parietal and central leads caudal to the SB crossing level).

Due to the small size of the patient group (since isolated CD is rare), we used a higher number of subjects in the control group to improve statistical reliability. In addition, we also report a descriptive analysis of each patient of our sample. The data were presented as the means ± standard deviations.

As for comparisons, since most of data in the groups did not show deviations in normality (Shapiro-Wilk test) and scedasticity (Levene's test), parametric tests were applied in statistical analyses due to their higher robustness \[[@pone.0152668.ref032]\]. For each parameter, the statistical significance of the differences (p \< 0.05) between three groups was calculated by one-factor ANOVA followed by the Tuckey's post-hoc test when possible, using the general linear model paradigm. In the comparison between the two groups, unpaired T-test was used according to homogeneity of variances as estimated by the Levene's test. The statistical analyses were performed by the SPSS package (version 15).

For the sake of simplicity and clarity, the connections between scalp points corresponding to PB and SB, with CCohs significantly different in patients as compared with controls were plotted in the illustrative brain maps, as only the difference in pairs of connections was of interest.

Results {#sec007}
=======

Neuroimaging {#sec008}
------------

Conventional structural MRI showed callosal agenesis (CA: total absence of the corpus callosum) in two patients (CA1 and 2) and partial CD (PD) in three patients (PD 3--5) whose genu was present as a remnant. It is important to note that PD 3 and 4 had a very similar remnant genu, whereas in PD 5, a much smaller remnant was observed. The typical anatomical features of CD were also present, including parallel, enlarged lateral ventricles, downward displacement of the cingulate gyrus, and radial sulci at the medial brain surface. Detailed anatomical inspection and DTI tractography reconstruction revealed bilateral PBs in all patients. In addition, interhemispheric SBs were observed in the three PD patients, always asymmetrical, with the right-anterior-to-left-posterior segment more robust than the opposite. No anatomical abnormalities were found in the controls. Patients' morphological characteristics can be seen in [Fig 1](#pone.0152668.g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![Summary of patients' morphological characteristics.\
Each patient is identified by red letters (CA = callosal agenesis; PD = partial dysgenesis). Upper row, T1 sagittal images of patients. Middle rows, DTI tractography of the Probst (in purple) and the sigmoid (in green and blue) bundles. Lower row, amplified sagittal view to show the callosal remnants (in yellow) at genual topography (notice smaller dimension in PD 5).](pone.0152668.g001){#pone.0152668.g001}

Electroencephalography {#sec009}
----------------------

### Interhemispheric coherent connections {#sec010}

The two CA patients had a reduced percentage of interhemispheric connections. Regarding HCCohs, 16 and 20% of them were in the delta, 12.5 and 12% in the theta, and 12 and 24% in the alpha bands, as compared with 32 ± 10,6%, 29,3 ± 8,3% and 24,5 ± 12,7% in the PD patients and 38.0 ± 6.9%, 38.7 ± 5.9% and 32.5 ± 9.3% in the control group.

Concerning the coherence between homologous nontemporal areas, supposed to be the most dependent on the corpus callosum \[[@pone.0152668.ref033]\], only 57% of the CCohs in the CA patients pertained to the HCCohs in the delta, theta and alpha bands, against 68 and 94% in the PD and control groups, respectively (p\<0.001 for the difference between each group of patients and controls). However, the absolute CCohs values were not sensitive enough to reflect peculiarities of the interhemispheric coherence in different brain regions. For example, in the delta band, they did not show any significant differences between the groups of all patients and controls ([Fig 2A](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}). The two CA patients (white squares), together with the atypical PD 5 patient with a substantially reduced genu (black circles) had CCohs (0.63 ± 0.03) significantly lower than the controls (0.80 ± 0.05; p\<0.001; grey bars) only in the frontopolar region. In addition, when compared to the two typical PD patients (black rhombs), this group (two CA patients together with the atypical PD 5 patient) showed decreased CCohs in the frontopolar (0.88 ± 0.06 vs 0.63 ± 0.03; p\<0.001) and frontal regions (0.82 ± 0.02 vs 0.61 ± 0.09; p = 0.03) as well.

![Electrophysiological correlates of interhemispheric communication.\
Coefficients of coherence (CCoh) between the EEG recorded from homologous leads on the hemispheres in the occipital (O), parietal (P), central (C), frontal (F) and frontopolar (Fp) areas in three frequency bands. *Absolute* values of coefficients are shown in **A**, and *relative* values in **B**, **C** and **D**. Solid lines: patients with callosal agenesis (CA 1 and 2 --white squares). Dashed lines: patients with partial callosal dysgenesis, including two with a typical, robust genu (PD 3 and 4---black rhombs) and one with a substantially reduced genu (PD5---black circles). Gray bars on the background represent mean ± standard deviation for CCoh values of the control subjects.](pone.0152668.g002){#pone.0152668.g002}

No consistent differences in the above-mentioned characteristics were observed in the beta bands. The absolute CCohs between homologous temporal areas did not reach threshold level for HCCohs in both patients and controls.

The relative interhemispheric CCohs (that took into account each individual's general level of coherence) were more consistent with the absence or partial presence of the corpus callosum ([Fig 2](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}). For example, the relative delta CCohs between homologous anterior areas in the typical PD patients 3 and 4 were below the controls' averages ([Fig 2B](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, black rhombs), in contrast to the larger absolute values ([Fig 2A](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, black rhombs) probably due to increased general level of coherence (threshold CCohs 0.69 ± 0.04 against 0.60 ± 0.09 in the controls).

Along the same line, the group of two CA and one atypical PD 5 patients showed significantly reduced relative CCohs in all the homologous nontemporal pairs, except for the occipital ones, in the delta (1.01 ± 0.06 in patients vs. 1.28 ± 0.14 in controls, values averaged for the four regions; p≤ 0.05--0.01 for different regions) and theta (0.99 ± 0.06 vs. 1.28 ± 0.12; p≤ 0.01, respectively) bands, and in the parietal, central and frontopolar pairs in the alpha band (0.91 ± 0.09 vs. 1.16 ± 0.12, values averaged for the three regions; p\<0.05--0.01) ([Fig 2B, 2C and 2D](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, white squares and black circles). The relative CCohs of typical PD (PD3 and 4) were also significantly lower than in the control group only in the parietal and central regions for the theta band (1.07 ± 0.05 vs. 1.27 ± 0.11, values averaged for the two regions; p≤0.05) and in the parietal region for the alpha band (0.95 ± 0.18 vs. 1.24 ± 0.11; p = 0.02) while no difference with controls was detected in frontal and frontopolar regions ([Fig 2C and 2D](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, white squares and black circles).

In general, the group of patients as a whole had significantly reduced relative CCohs for the delta, theta and alpha bands in the parietal and central areas (1.00 ± 0.03 vs. 1.23 ± 0.02 in controls, values averaged for the two regions and three bands; p≤0.04--0.001 for different bands in different regions) and no significant difference from the control group in the occipital region (1.02 ± 0.04 vs. 1.15 ± 0.02, respectively) ([Fig 2B, 2C and 2D](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}).

In the beta bands, no consistent differences between patients and controls were found.

### EEG correlates of the callosal genu {#sec011}

In PD 3 and 4 (robust remnant genu present), the mean absolute CCohs between homologous frontal and frontopolar leads were substantially higher than between parietal and occipital ones ([Fig 2](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, black rhombs). The anterior/posterior ratios of these CCohs were 1.21 ± 0.08 for delta and theta and 1.19 ± 0.13 for alpha bands, as compared with 1.06 ± 0.11, 1.05 ± 0.08 and 0.98 ± 0.12 in the controls, respectively (p = 0.02 for theta and p = 0.04 for alpha ratios). Controls' anterior absolute delta CCohs were significantly lower than in patients (p = 0.05). In these PD patients, the anterior leads represented 67--80% of the HCCohs in all the above regions, against 52% in controls.

In the CA patients, the aforementioned anterior/posterior ratios were 0.96--1.03. The mean anterior delta and theta absolute (0.61 ± 0.08) and relative CCohs (1.02 ± 0.01) were significantly lower in patients than in controls (0.76 ± 0.06 and 1.29 ± 0.12, respectively; p\<0.01; all values averaged for the two bands), with no difference for the posterior ones ([Fig 2](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, white squares). The above percentage of the HCCohs in the anterior areas was 38--60%.

In atypical PD 5 (very small genual remnant), the delta and theta HCCohs between homologous points fell only on the parietal and occipital areas. The above anterior/posterior CCohs ratios were 0.84--0.94. The relative CCohs in the anterior regions ([Fig 2B, 2C and 2D](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}, black circles) were the lowest among all the individuals.

### EEG correlates of sigmoid bundles {#sec012}

[Fig 3A](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"} represents the *absolute* CCohs averaged for five coherent connections of the two anterior (frontopolar and frontal) leads of one hemisphere with the three posterior (occipital, parietal and central) ones of the other (except for the frontal-to-central crossed connections that are somewhat similar to adjacent homologous frontal and central pairs of leads), whose topographic orientations correspond to the SB (Figs [1](#pone.0152668.g001){ref-type="fig"}, [4A and 4B](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In the three PD patients with SB, the right-anterior-to-left-posterior mean CCohs in the delta (0.44 ± 0.004), theta (0.40 ± 0.04) and alpha (0.42 ± 0.14) bands were higher than in the control group (0.28 ± 0.08, 0.27 ± 0.09 and 0.26 ± 0.06; p = 0.01 for the delta and p = 0.02 for the alpha band, respectively). In the theta band, significant predominance of the PD patients over controls was observed only in comparison between these two groups (p = 0.03).

![Electrophysiological correlates of the sigmoid bundles: Absolute coefficients of coherence (CCohs).\
Absolute values in three frequency bands averaged for: (**A**) coherent connections of anterior (A---frontopolar and frontal) with contralateral posterior (P---occipital, parietal and central) leads of the left (l) and right (r) hemispheres; (**B**) same connections excluding central leads. Grey bars represent the mean coefficients of the control group, horizontal lines depict standard deviations; black symbols indicate the coefficients of patients with robust genual remnant (PD 3 and 4) and residual remnant (PD 5); The number of white asterisks indicates the level of statistical significance of the difference between PD patients and control group: \* p\<0.05; \*\* p\<0.01; \*\*\* p\<0.001.](pone.0152668.g003){#pone.0152668.g003}

![Correspondence of morphological features and electrophysiological correlates of the heterotopic aberrant bundles.\
**Upper row**. Tractography of sigmoid bundles (in green and blue) showing structural asymmetry of thickness (**A**). *Inter*hemispheric heterologous (crossed) coherent connections whose *absolute* (**B**) and *relative* (**C**) coefficients of coherence (see [Fig 2](#pone.0152668.g002){ref-type="fig"}) are significantly higher in 3 patients with partial callosal dysgenesis than in the control group, in 3 frequency bands. Notice the correspondence with morphology shown at left. **Lower row**. Tractography of Probst bundles (**D**, in purple). *Intra*hemispheric long-distance coherent connections whose *absolute* (**E**) and *relative* (**F**) coefficients of coherence are significantly higher in the group of five patients than in the control group, in 3 frequency bands. Left hemisphere is represented at left in all maps.](pone.0152668.g004){#pone.0152668.g004}

The mirror mean absolute CCohs were significantly augmented in the alpha band for the two PD patients with robust genual remnants (0.46 ± 0.01; p = 0.02) ([Fig 3A](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}). However, the PD patients as a whole showed such significant prevalence when the averaging was performed over the four long left-anterior-to-right-posterior connections excluding the right central lead (0.39 ± 0.05 vs. 0.25 ± 0.06; p = 0.004) ([Fig 3B](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}). In all the bands, the absolute CCohs for this topographic orientation in each PD patient was always lower than for the right-anterior-to-left-posterior one ([Fig 3A and 3B](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}) (p\<0.02 in the theta and alpha bands for all three PD patients).

Among separate augmented absolute CCohs topographically corresponding to SB, the right-frontopolar-to-left-parietal connection was significant in the delta (0.48 ± 0.09 vs. 0.27 ± 0.11; p = 0.02), theta (0.46 ± 0.10 vs. 0.27 ± 011; p = 0.02) and alpha (0.43 ± 0.18 vs. 0.24 ± 0.09; p = 0.03) bands. Comparison of the PD patients with controls, excluding the group of CA patients without sigmoid bundles, showed various significantly augmented heterologous (crossed) CCohs such as the right-frontal-to-left-parietal ones in the delta (0.61 ± 0.05 in patients vs. 0.44 ± 011 in controls; p = 0.02), theta (0.59 ± 0.02 vs. 0.43 ± 0.12; p = 0.04) and alpha (0.52 ± 0.15 vs. 0.36 ± 0.10; p = 0.04) bands. The results of these comparisons are presented as illustrative maps in [Fig 4](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"} for all absolute (B) and relative (C) CCohs that were significantly higher in the PD patients than in the controls. These maps show augmented CCohs in both right-anterior-to-left-posterior and mirror axes, with lower number for the latter.

The *relative* right-anterior-to-left-posterior CCohs averaged in the aforementioned way over five heterologous (crossed) connections and compared among the three groups ([Fig 5A](#pone.0152668.g005){ref-type="fig"}) also showed significant prevalence of the PD patients over controls in the delta (0.63 ± 0.03 vs. 0.47 ± 0.09; p = 0.02) and theta (0.60 ± 0.05 vs. 0.46 ± 0.08; p = 0.04) bands. In the alpha band, similarly to the above-mentioned absolute CCohs, such a prevalence was significant for the comparison of the two groups (0.62 ± 0.19 vs. 0.45 ± 0.10; p = 0.03) or for the averaging over the four long right-anterior-to-left-posterior connections, excluding the left central lead (0.57 ± 0.16 vs. 0.38 ± 0.09) which provided significance for this difference (p = 0.03) when the three groups were compared. The mirror relative CCohs did not show significant differences between PD patients and other groups and in each PD patient were lower than the right-anterior-to-left-posterior ones ([Fig 5A](#pone.0152668.g005){ref-type="fig"}) (p\<0.01 in the theta and alpha bands).

![Electrophysiological correlates of the sigmoid bundles: Relative coefficients of coherence (CCohs).\
(**A**) Relative values averaged for coherent connections of anterior with contralateral posterior leads (see [Fig 3A](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}). (**B**) Relative values for separate connection between frontal (F) and contralateral parietal (P) leads of the left (3) and right (4) hemispheres. Bars and horizontal lines represent the mean relative coefficients and standard deviations of control group; black symbols indicate the coefficients of PD patients (see [Fig 3](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}) and white symbols show the coefficients of CA patients with callosal agenesis. The number of white asterisks indicates the level of statistical significance of the difference between PD patients and control group: \* p\<0.05; \*\* p\<0.01.](pone.0152668.g005){#pone.0152668.g005}

The above-mentioned right-frontopolar-to-left-parietal connection also showed higher *relative* CCohs in the PD patients than in the control group in the delta (0.69 ± 0.11 vs. 0.44 ±0.15; p = 0.04) and theta (0.70 ± 0.13 vs. 0.45 ± 0.14) bands, showing significant prevalence in the alpha band only for the comparison of the two groups (0.64 ± 0.25 vs. 0.42 ± 0.14; p = 0.04). The relative right-frontal-to-left-parietal CCohs were also higher in the AD patients when compared directly with the control group in the delta (0.90 ± 0.02 vs. 0.73 ± 0.13; p = 0.01) and theta (0.91 ± 0.03 vs. 0.73 ± 0.13; p = 0.04) bands, while in the alpha band, such prevalence was significant only for the two PD patients with robust genual remnants (0.86 ± 0.11 vs. 0.63 ± 0.14; p = 0.05) ([Fig 5B](#pone.0152668.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

In the CA group, both absolute and relative CCohs topographically corresponding to the SB did not show any significant differences with the other groups.

### EEG correlates of probst bundles {#sec013}

In all patients, the above-mentioned augmented general prevalence of the number of intrahemispheric HCCohs over that of interhemispheric ones was predominantly due to the long-distance coherence between nontemporal leads. This was most pronounced in the alpha band ([Fig 4E](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}), of which the mean absolute CCoh between, for example, parietal and frontal leads was 0.63 ± 0.10, higher than 0.46 ± 0.11 in the control group (p\<0.01). The mean intrahemispheric long-distance nontemporal CCohs, calculated for twelve connections in both hemispheres, were significantly higher than in the control group (0.47 ± 0.09 vs. 0.31 ± 0.06; p\< 0.001). A similar prevalence of the patients over controls (0.41 ± 0.03 vs. 0.34 ± 0.09) was also observed in the theta band but only in the right hemisphere (p = 0.05) ([Fig 3E](#pone.0152668.g003){ref-type="fig"}). For both hemispheres, such a difference in the theta (0.58 ± 0.11 vs. 0.45 ± 0.09; p = 0.02) and delta (0.57 ± 0.11 vs. 0.45 ± 0.09; p = 0.03) bands was detected for the mean CCohs calculated for six long-distance connections of both hemispheres, excluding connections with occipital leads.

The average relative intrahemispheric long-distance CCoh of the patients (0.71 ± 0.10) was higher than in the control group (0.53 ± 0.07; p = 0.001) in the alpha band ([Fig 4F](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}). In the theta band, such a prevalence for relative CCohs was significant only in the right hemisphere (0.64 ± 0.07 vs. 0.55 ± 0.08; p = 0.05) and appeared for both hemispheres (0.90 ± 0.15 vs. 0.78 ± 0.10; p = 0.04) when the occipital leads were excluded from the averaging procedure (see above). This procedure also resulted in detecting a similar but left-sided prevalence of the patients in the delta band (0.88 ± 0.13 vs. 0.76 ± 0.09; p = 0.04).

In the delta and theta bands, a significant regional superiority of the long-distance intrahemispheric coherence in the patients predominantly occurred in the centro-frontopolar and parieto-frontopolar connections. These connections together with other CCohs of this type which were significantly higher in the patients were plotted in the illustrative maps of [Fig 4E and 4F](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}.

The intrahemispheric short-distance relative CCohs among adjacent nontemporal leads did not show significant differences between patients and controls.

Discussion {#sec014}
==========

We here provide electrophysiological evidence suggesting a functional anomalous connectivity in CD, which can be related to the aberrant structural connectivity as shown by neuroimaging techniques. EEG coherence patterns were demonstrated to topographically correspond to the white-matter abnormal heterotopic bundles, PB and SB, known as characteristic morphological features of dyscallosal brains \[[@pone.0152668.ref002], [@pone.0152668.ref004], [@pone.0152668.ref010]--[@pone.0152668.ref012], [@pone.0152668.ref019]\].

EEG coherence has proved sensitive to estimate functional connectivity \[[@pone.0152668.ref020]--[@pone.0152668.ref022], [@pone.0152668.ref034]\], particularly when individual non-specific general levels of coherence are taken into account \[[@pone.0152668.ref023], [@pone.0152668.ref024]\]. This approach confirmed the reduced interhemispheric synchrony between homologous brain regions in absence of callosal connections, as reported previously in the EEG \[[@pone.0152668.ref013]--[@pone.0152668.ref016]\] and neuroimaging \[[@pone.0152668.ref018]\] literature. Moreover, this reduction was more widespread (in the anterior-posterior axis) in CA patients (excluding occipital region), while restricted to more posterior regions in PD with a preserved callosal genu. Topographic correspondence between the corpus callosum absence or damage, and decrease in interhemispheric EEG coherence, was also reported by other authors in CD \[[@pone.0152668.ref015]\], Alzheimer's disease \[[@pone.0152668.ref035]\] and partial callosotomy \[[@pone.0152668.ref036]\]. Interestingly, the atypical PD patient with a very small genu (PD 5) showed decreased anterior CCohs and a spread pattern similar to CA patients. These results suggest that the presence of a robust genu can provide an interhemispheric functional connectivity between the frontal lobes in typical PD.

Interhemispheric coherence decrease was observed in the delta, theta and alpha bands. A similar effect was previously shown for the delta frequencies \[[@pone.0152668.ref013]\] and other bands \[[@pone.0152668.ref015]\]. However, the topographic correlation of such decrease with absence of the corpus callosum was not valid for the occipital regions, where the CA and the atypical PD patients did not show reduced CCohs. Some authors reported that the interhemispheric coherence in the occipital cortex is less affected in CD \[[@pone.0152668.ref014], [@pone.0152668.ref016]\] and callosotomy \[[@pone.0152668.ref036]\], and suggested that the occipital measures might reflect activity of the posterior commissure \[[@pone.0152668.ref014]\]. This explanation is not likely, however, since the posterior commissure is very small, connecting specifically the mesodiencephalic regions. Nevertheless, a recent report provides strong evidence that it may be related to rewired interhemispheric connections in CD patients \[[@pone.0152668.ref011]\], which looks promising for further studies. On the other hand, the minimum occipital reduction of the interhemispheric CCohs in the alpha band could also be related to the strong thalamic contribution to the occipital alpha rhythm generation \[[@pone.0152668.ref037]\]. Beta oscillations are supposedly related to different, spatially restricted thalamocortical sources \[[@pone.0152668.ref038]\] and generated in the cortex itself \[[@pone.0152668.ref039]\]. The former hypothesis could partially explain a lack of correlation with callosal absence. Both absence \[[@pone.0152668.ref040]\] and presence \[[@pone.0152668.ref016]\] of interhemispheric beta coherence reduction in CD have been reported.

Relative preservation of the general level of interhemispheric coherence in PD patients may also be due to the significantly larger CCohs between anterior areas of one hemisphere and posterior areas of the other, in a configuration consistent with the morphological topography of the SB. It is noteworthy that both anatomical and EEG coherence maps show the same asymmetry with the pronounced prevalence of the right-anterior-to-left-posterior connections over the mirror ones (Figs [1](#pone.0152668.g001){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

Accordingly, the maps of *long-distance* intrahemispheric CCohs prevalence in patients over controls ([Fig 4](#pone.0152668.g004){ref-type="fig"}) are consistent with the morphological topography of the PB and the cingulate bundle as well. Since short-distance longitudinal coherence among adjacent leads in patients did not differ from that of controls, some functional contribution of the PB to long-distance intrahemispheric interactions may be suggested, particularly in the alpha band, which is predominant in the human EEG and normally quite differentiated between frontocentral and posterior regions \[[@pone.0152668.ref037]\]. Some authors reported no difference between CD patients and controls in intrahemispheric coherence \[[@pone.0152668.ref014]\]. However, their methodological approach may explain this difference, since they estimated only short-distance connections between adjacent leads, while we here investigated long-distance leads as well.

As to the absence of any correlation between CD and EEG coherence of temporal regions, similar patterns were observed by other authors \[[@pone.0152668.ref015]\].

In sum, our results demonstrate a topographical correspondence between heterotopic aberrant bundles in CD and functional connectivity between anterior and posterior cortical regions as revealed by EEG coherence analysis. Recent reports have addressed the possible compensatory role of abnormal interhemispheric bundles in the preservation of tactile object recognition in CD \[[@pone.0152668.ref011]\]. The same, however, could not be inferred by the present data concerning the heterotopic PB and SB, whose functional relation to cognition is still unknown. However, given the high prevalence of abnormal bundles in CD and the fact that most CD patients show a diverse variety of symptoms, from epilepsy to mental retardation \[[@pone.0152668.ref003]\], it is conceivable that these bundles could be also responsible for some of these clinical presentations. The issue requires further work with a more direct approach of the cognitive functions related to the cortical regions connected by PB and SB.

Conclusions {#sec015}
===========

The results provide electrophysiological evidence that correlate with the anatomical connectivity of the aberrant bundles in human CD, despite the fact that the nature of this function is still unknown. A higher long-distance intra-hemispheric EEG coherence was found in both hemispheres and was topographically correlated with the aberrant PB. The patients with partial callosal dysgenesis also showed augmented inter-hemispheric heterologous (crossed) EEG coherence with predominance of the right-anterior-to-left-posterior connections over the mirror ones. These asymmetric patterns corresponded to the MRI features of aberrant heterotopic inter-hemispheric SB and might represent the first reported evidence for their functional counterpart.
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